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Positive Leadership Development Institute™ (PLDI™) forms in Australia 
 

PLDI™ Australia is a unique international collaboration between Canada and 

Australia to offer workshops run by HIV positive people for HIV positive people that 

focus on increasing resilience and leadership capacity. Following the success of the 

two pilot programs offered in Australia in 2013 PLDI™ Australia was officially formed 

at a signing event held during the recent International AIDS Conference. 

 

In Canada the program is run through a partnership of the Pacific AIDS Network and 

the Ontario AIDS Network. Rick Kennedy, Executive Director of the Ontario AIDS 

Network (Canada), one of the collaborative partners in the development of the 

program welcomed PLDI™ Australia as an extension of the program.  

 

“We are honoured to be entering into a partnership with our colleagues in Australia. 

They are leaders in fighting HIV stigma, and in advancing the principles of the 

Greater Involvement of people with HIV/AIDS. We can learn from each other as the 

PLDI™ leadership program continues to grow and makes a dramatic impact in 

Australia and in Canada.” says Kennedy. “Graduation from the PLDI™ is a 

celebrated rite of leadership training for people living with HIV in Canada and it’s 

great we’re extending the family to include our HIV positive brothers and sisters in 

Australia.”  

 

Living Positive Victoria’s Executive Officer, Brent Allan, sees PLDI™ Australia as 

essential for tapping into the growing role of HIV positive people in the community 

connecting a new generation of leaders with those already engaged with the HIV 

sector, to ensure people living with HIV continue to play a central and vital role in the 

HIV response. 

 

“We have already seen some fantastic results from PLDI™ Australia graduates 

demonstrating the positive impact of the training on individual resilience levels and 

this is going to have a massive impact on our ability to build a stronger community of 

positive people,” says Allan. 
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PLDI™ Australia is currently being set-up to run nationally with the next training 

course being held in October in Victoria with 12 participants from across the country  

being selected out of the 20 applications received. There are opportunities for 

collaborating agencies or supporting businesses or community groups to become 

involved and interested parties and they are encouraged to contact 

pldi@livingpositivevictoria.org.au for a copy of the Partnership Prospectus.   

 

“Engaging in the PLDI program assisted me in identifying values and attributes of 

leadership.  This was crucial for me in acknowledging and making, not only a 

connection to my own resilience, but how to better participate in building resilience 

across my community.  Not only do I have pride in what I have done, but confidence 

in my capacity to do more.”  Richard Keane 

 

“Through the PLDI I learned the power of 

leadership, my own personal style but also 

the rich diversity of styles and the 

legitimacy of each and every individual in 

the movement for change. Most of all 

however, I am uplifted and energised by 

the rich, loving joy (even in the presence 

of sorrow) of my fellow participants and 

the potential yet to be realised in our 

leaders of tomorrow, for this my gratitude 

knows no bounds.” -  Bill Paterson 

 

“PLDI has been instrumental in further 

developing my leadership skills. Every HIV 

positive person thinking about being more 

active in the community should have this 

experience. I have been able to directly use 

skills developed in the workshop in my day-

to-day work. I cannot thank the PLDI and 

their fantastic facilitation team enough!” 

 - Jesse Hooper 

 

“PLDI helped me to clearly identifying my leadership style and provided me with the 

confidence to re-engage with my activism and advocacy work armed with the 

resilience to sustain myself. As a women living with HIV I am more now than I was 

before PLDI: I am now a meaningfully involved Eagle.” – Cath Smith 
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